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Abstract We have studied the structure and stability of the ionic Li?Xen and

neutral LiXen (n = 1–35) small clusters. The potential energy surface of the ionic

cluster is described using additive potentials, which represent the pair interactions

taken from the best available coupled cluster ab initio calculations. The VLi
?

Xe and

VXe-Xe potentials have been fitted by Tang and Toennies and Lennard-Jones (LJ)

forms, respectively. The structure of LiXen neutral clusters have been investigated

using a model potential and ab initio calculations. We have used the Li?Xe potential

in its ground state and fitted to the Tang and Toennies formula. The LiXen opti-

mized geometry is, then, used for one electron self consistent filed calculation of the

only alkali valence electron interacting with the Li?Xen cluster. In order to deter-

mine the geometry of Li?Xen and LiXen clusters and their isomers, the potential

energy surface has been explored by the Monte Carlo basin Hopping method. Their

relative stability was studied by evaluating the energy and the energy differences as

function of number n of Xenon atoms in clusters. It was shown, for Li?Xen, that

n = 4, 6, 10, 14, 16, 18, 20, 22, 24, 26, 28 and 30 are the most stable structures.
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Introduction

The experimental and theoretical structures of the atomic and molecular clusters

have been an interesting subject for several years. Their interest stems in

understanding the properties of the system from small size to the macroscopic

states. However, it was soon discovered that clusters might have their own

importance since they present properties, which are not encountered either in the

monomers or in the macroscopic state. Several works [1–10] have been done on

alkali atoms and alkali ions in a rare gas cluster or matrix. Froudakis et al. [11] have

studied Li?Rgn (Rg = Ne, Ar and Kr) clusters by mass spectroscopic techniques

and by theoretical modeling. They have determined the lowest minimum energy

structures and have shown that the first closed shell geometries are octahedral. In a

recent work [12], we have studied the Na?Arn small clusters and we have

determined their equilibrium structure. Such geometries were used to investigate the

excited states of the neutral NaArn clusters.

Clusters involving alkali ions, such as sodium and potassium, were among the

first studied systems due to the simplicity of the electronic configuration of the

alkali atoms. It was demonstrated that the noble gas atoms tend to a geometrical

arrangement around the alkali ion. Such arrangement has been observed for several

X?Rgn (X = Li, Na) clusters and has been well explained previously [13, 14].

There also exists other work introducing alkali ion interacting with Argon clusters

such as M?Arn (M = Li, Na, K) [12] clusters. Lüder et al. [15] have studied the

In?Rgn, Al?Rgn and Na?Rgn (Rg = Ar, Kr, Xe) clusters. Recently, we have studied

the Na?Krn and Rb?Arn small clusters [16–18] and we have determined their

equilibrium structures. Martyna et al. [10] have studied the LiXen and CsXen

clusters using the path integral calculations at a temperature of 50 K. Boatz et al. [9]

studied the NaArn clusters and analyzed the shifts corresponding to the 3p excited

states of sodium in an argon matrix. Tsoo et al. [11] investigated the deformation of

the sodium excited 3p levels in NaAr4 and NaAr6 clusters at finite temperature and

showed the correlation between the orbital deformation and the isomers structures

of these two clusters. One of us (Berriche) has collaborated in the theoretical work

of El Hadj Rhouma et al. [12–14], and have studied the LiArn, NaArn and KArn. In

this study, they have determined the structure of NaArn clusters and studied the

transition energy of the fundamental to the excited states ns—mp (m = 2, 3, 4, 5,

6…). They found that the alkali atoms are on the surface of the clusters. Akihiro

Fujisakia [19] have studied the geometrical structures and optical properties of the

K(5 s)Xen polyatomic exciplexes using the Metropolis Monte Carlo method. More

recently, we have studied the structure of NaKrn neutral clusters (n = 1–25) [20].

For our best knowledge there are no studies of the geometrical structure carried on

LiXen neutral clusters. The purpose of this work is to investigate the interaction of

Li? and Li with small Xen clusters for n = 1–32. We present the geometrical

structures of Li?Xen ionic small clusters and LiXen neutral clusters (n = 1–32). We

use a simple model for the ionic and neutral clusters, where the potential energy

surface is constructed by adding the different Li?Xe, LiXe, and Xe2 pair potentials.

This paper is organized as flow: In Methods of Calculation section, we present the

theoretical models that we have used for the energy potential surface calculation and
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the structure optimization. In the third section we present our results obtained for

Li?Xen and LiXen clusters and we address a comparison between their stabilities. In

the last section we present our conclusion.

Methods of Calculation

Potential Energy Surface

The potential energy Vtot of the Li?Xen is described in terms of pair-additive

functions:

Vtot ¼
Xn

i¼1

VLiþXeðRÞ þ
Xn

i¼1

X

ihj
VXe�XeðRÞ

where the first term represents alkali—noble gas potential and the second corre-

sponds to noble—noble gas pair interaction.

The pair potentials interactions, VLi?Xe and VXe-Xe, were introduced via the

following expression [21]:

VLiþXeðRÞ ¼ Aeff expð�bRÞ � 2aXe
R4

� D6

R6
� D8

R8
� D10

R10

VXe�Xe Rð Þ ¼ 4e
r
R

� �12

� r
R

� �6
� �

where e and 21/6 r represent the well depth and the equilibrium distance, respec-

tively, of the Xe2. We use the values e = 193.571 cm-1 and r = 7.295 a.u.

The parameters Aeff, b, D6, D8 and D10 are obtained by a mean square fitting

using the numerical potential of Lozeille et al. [22]. These parameters are presented

in Table 1. In this case, the equilibrium distance (Re) and the well depth (De) are

given by 5.10 a.u. and 3567.12 cm-1, respectively. Figure 1 presents the numerical

potential of Lozeille et al. [22] compared to the analytical one. The difference

between the analytical form and the numerical potential does not exceed 10-5 a.u.,

corresponding to less than 3 cm-1.

For the LiXen we have used the following potential form:

Vtot ¼
Xn

i¼1

VLiXeðRÞ þ
Xn

i¼1

X

ihj
VXe�XeðRÞ

The Li–Xe potential is described also using the analytical form:

VLiXeðRÞ ¼
U0

s� 6
6 expðsð1 � r0

r
Þ � sð r

r0

Þ6

� �
� 2aXe

R4
� D6

R6
� D8

R8

� D10

R10

The parameters U0, s, r0 D6, D8 and D10, being fitted on single electron

pseudopotential calculations of LiXe calculated in our work and they are

summarized in Table 1.
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The difference between the VLiþXe and VLiXe appears in the repulsive form. For

the Li?Xe Table 2 the repulsive form is of Born–Mayer type, while that for the

LiXe is of Masson Schamps type [23]. For the Xe2 interaction, we have used the

analytical potential of Lennard-Jones (LJ). The energy of the neutral cluster is

determined in two steps. First, we determine the structure and energy by the Monte

Carlo optimisation technique using the analytical additive potential; then this

structure is incorporated in ab initio SCF calculations in order to refine the energy of

the cluster.

Basin Hopping Method

The potential energy surface is explored by the basin hopping method. This global

optimization approach for clusters was developed by Wales and Doye [24]. This

method uses the energy minimization and the Monte Carlo technique. The potential

energy is transformed to a new surface which has the form of multidimensional

staircase. The steps correspond to the basins of attraction that contain the set of

configuration which, after geometry optimization, generate a particular minimum.

Table 1 Interpolation

parameters (in a.u.) of Li?Xe

interaction

Aeff b aXe D6 D8 D10

127.166 1.68791 13.645 295.131 1793.07 -16776.6

Fig. 1 Comparison of the Tang
and Toennies fitted potential
with the numerical potential
taken from Reference [22]
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The basin hopping method is very powerful and has been used in many works. A

detailed description can be found in the Ref. [24].

Results and Discussion

Structure of the Li?Xen Small Clusters

Using Monte Carlo technique, the geometry of the ionized small clusters Li?Xen

(n = 1–32) have been determined for the first time. The optimized structures are

presented in Fig. 2. Before studying these clusters, we have tested the optimization

procedure for the Li?Xe dimer. We found for Li?Xe an equilibrium distance of 5.10

a.u. and a well depth of 3567.12 cm-1, which are in an excellent accord with the

used numerical potential of Lozeille et al. [22].

Li?Xe2 is found to have a triangular structure with Li? on the summit. It has a

C2V symmetry; the Li?Xe bond is 5.11 a.u., while the Xe2 bond is 8.20 a.u. Li?Xe3

has a pyramidal structure and a C3V symmetry. For the Li?Xe4, we found a regular

tetrahedron (Td) structure. Li?Xe5 has a square pyramid structure with the Li? ion

in the centre. The Li?Xe6, is obtained by addition of a xenon atom to the Li?Xe5,

which leads to a bi-pyramidal high symmetry structure with a D4h symmetry. The

most stable isomers of the ionized cluster of Li?Xen (n = 7–32) have basic

structure like that of the Li?Xe6. The most stable structure of the Li?Xe14 cluster is

obtained by addition eight atoms on the four faces of the bi-pyramid cluster Li?Xe6

cluster. Thus leads to the very stable cubic face centered (CFC) geometry. In this

case, the 6 first neighbours are at the distance d = 5.36 a.u. of the Li? atom, the 8 s

neighbours are at d = 9.62 a.u.

The isomer structures appear for n = 10. Two isomers for Li?Xe10, Li?Xe11,

Li?Xe12, Li?Xe14, Li?Xe15, Li?Xe16, Li?Xe18, Li?Xe20, Li?Xe23, Li?Xe24 and

Li?Xe29; three isomers for Li?Xe13 and Li?Xe19 and four isomers for Li?Xe17.

Stability and Geometrical Model of Hard Sphere Packing of the Li?Xen Clusters

To study the stability of Li?Xen ionized clusters, we present in Fig. 3a the binding

energy per number of atoms of xenon e(n) = -E(n)/n. The figure reveals the

unusual stability of Li?Xe4 and Li?Xe6 clusters. For these clusters the Li?Xe

distances are the same. From n[ 6 the e(n) decreases according to n.

For a better understanding of the relative stability of Li?Xen clusters, we have

evaluated the first derivative DE = E (n ? 1)-E (n). Such quantity is plotted in

Fig. 3b, which reveals the stability of n = 4, 6, 14, 18, 22, 24, 26, 28 and 30

clusters.

Table 2 Interpolation parameters (in a.u.) of LiXe interaction

U0 r0 aXe D6 D8 D10

-2.2210-5 0.01191 13.64 -663.88 3008.85 -4248.66
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Finally, to study the stability of Li?Xen clusters in more details, we have

calculated the second derivative of the cluster size n, which is defined as: D2E = E

(n-1) ? E (n ? 1)-2E (n). This quantity is a general measure of the relative stability

and can be compared directly with the mass spectra experiment. As it is shown on

Fig. 3c, we obtain n = 4, 6, 10, 14, 16, 18, 20, 22, 24, 26, 28 and 30 as magic

numbers.

In order to explain the origin of the magic numbers observed in Fig. 3c, we apply

a simple geometrical model of hard sphere packing [13, 25]. In this model we

suppose that the dopant Li? resides in the center of the cluster and is surrounded by

n=2 (-0.033350) n=3 (-0.051349) n=4 (-0.070182)
n=1 (-0.016234)

n=5 (-0.085266)
n=6 (-0.010236) n=7 (-0.107088) n=8 (-0.112138)

n=9 (-0.117127) n=10 (a) (-0.122360) n=10 (b) (0.121812) n=11(a) (-0.127336)

n=11(b) (-0.124522) n=12(a) (-0.132556) n=12 (b) (-0.132315) n=13(a) (-0.137834)

n=13(b) (-0.137776) n=13(c) (-0.135004) n=14(a) (-0.143241) n=14(b) (-0.141892)

n=15(a) (-0.148481) n=15(b) (-0.148406) n=16(a) (-0.153908) n=16(b) (-0.151551)

Fig. 2 Structure, isomers and energy (in a.u.) of Li?Xen ionized clusters for n = 1–30
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n noble gas atoms. An important condition has to be fulfilled to obtain stable

clusters by applying the hard sphere model. This condition stands that the distance

dM of the central atom and the distance dx between two noble gas atoms have the

following relation:

R� ¼ dM

dx
� 0:5

ð2 þ cosðp
k
Þ � cosð2p

k
ÞÞ

ð1 � cosð2p
k
Þ

" #1=2

n=17(a) (-0.159043) n=17(b) (-0.157762) n=17(c) (-0.152672) n=17(d) (-0.152142)

n=18(a) (-0.164720) n=18(b) (-0.162917) n=19(a) (-0.169952) n=19(b) (-0.167947)

n=19(c) (-0.166432) n=20(a) (-0.175652) n=20(b) (-0.174336) n=21 (-0.180697)

n=22 (-0.186503) n=23(a) (-0.191716) n=23(b) (-0.186504) n=24(a) (-0.197538)

n=24(b) (-0.196989) n=25 (-0.202817) n=26 (-0.208632) n=27 (-0.213521)

n=28 (-0.219245) n=29 (a) (-0.224604) n=29(b) (-0.223240) n=30 (-0.230376)

Fig. 2 continued
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With k = n/2 represents the numbers of atoms per spherical ring. That is, we obtain

the maximum R* values for k = 2–5 so that for R* B 0.6125 tetrahedral packing is

preferred, for 0.82266\R* B 0.951 icosahedral packing, for 0.707\R* B

Fig. 3 Binding energy per atom of Xe (a), the first derivative (b) and the second derivative (c)

920 M. Al-Ahmari et al.
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0.82266 CSA (Capped Square Antiprism: CSA) packing, for 0.6125\R* B 0.707

octahedral packing. In Table 3, we present dLi?Xe, dXe2, R* and the stable structure

for Li?Xe4, Li?Xe6, Li?Xe8, Li?Xe10 and Li?Xe14 clusters. This table shows that

Li?Xe4, Li?Xe6, Li?Xe8, Li?Xe10 and Li?Xe14 have tetrahedron, an octahedron, a

square antiprism (SA), a capped square antiprism (CSA) and CFC packing,

respectively.

Structure of the LiXen Small Clusters

Similarly to the ionic clusters the global optimization basin hopping method is used

to identify the stable structures of the LiXen neutral clusters considered as pair

interactions between LiXe and Xe2. However, when the stable geometry is

identified its energy is investigated using a model potential and ab initio

calculations. In this model the energy of the LiXen is considered as an addition

of analytical pair interactions in Li?Xen and the SCF electron-Li?Xen interaction

energy. For this aim, we have used the Li?Xe potential in its ground state taken

from the best available theoretical calculation and fitted to the Tang and Toennies

formula. Figure 4 provides the most stable isomers of the neutral clusters of LiXen

(n = 1–32). These structures are determined for the first time. The fundamental

difference between the ionic and neutral clusters appears in the equilibrium

distances. The bond length in the LiXe dimer, which is equal to 9.17 a.u., is much

longer than that of the Li?Xe ionic one (5.11 a.u.). According to the results shown

previously we can assume that the ion Li? is confined in the center of Li?Xen

ionized clusters where it is surrounded by the n xenon atoms. For LiXen neutral

clusters we observe that the Li atom is on the surface of the neutral Xen cluster. This

can be explained by the difference of the binding energies of Li?Xe, Xe–Xe and

LiXe. These energies decrease from Li?Xe to LiXe. LiXe2 cluster is found to have a

triangular structure with Li on the summit, which has C2V symmetry. We observe

that the LiXe distance (9.17 a.u.) is much longer than that of Li?Xe (5.11 a.u.),

while the Xe2 bond is 8.20 a.u. The LiXe3 cluster have a pyramidal structure. In

fact, the geometrical difference between Li?Xen and LiXen clusters appears from

n = 4 and becomes more important when the number n of xenon atoms increases.

The LiXe5 is obtained by addition of a xenon atom to the LiXe4. Similarly, the

LiXe8 and LiXe9 structures are obtained by adding a xenon atom to the LiXe7

Table 3 Li?Xe and Xe–Xe equilibrium distance, R* (in a.u.) values and the corresponding structures

Size of clusters dLi?Xe dXe-Xe R* Corresponding structure

n = 4 5.10 8.32 0.619 Tetrahedron

n = 6 5.37 7.60 0.706 Octahedron

10.74 0.5

n = 8 5.33 7.51 0.709 Square antiprism

9.46 13.27 0.712

n = 10 5.37 7.52 0.714 Capped square antiprism

9.51 13.45 0.707

Structure and Stability of the Li?Xen and LiXen Clusters 921
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cluster. The LiXe12 has an icosahedra structure. The LiXen (n[ 12) structures have

like basic structure of the LiXe12 clusters. From these results, we can deduce that the

structure of the clusters, in general, is constituted of close packed Xe atoms and Li

atom is outlying. This is in agreement with the fact that Xe2 interaction is stronger

and occurs at shorter separation than the LiXe one.

n = 1 (-0.198199) n = 2 (-0.396920) n = 3 (-0.597701) n = 4 (-0.79837)

n = 5 (-0.999150) n = 6 (-1.200223) n = 7 (-1.401189) n = 8 (-1.602870)

n = 9 (-1.802780) n = 10 (-2.004600) n = 11 (-2.208748) n = 12 (-2.411651)

n = 13 (-2.613403) n = 14 (-2.814850) n = 15 (-3.016815) n = 16 (-3.218790)

n = 17 (-3.421108) n = 18 (-3.623891) n = 19 (-3.826278) n = 20 (-4.028240)

Fig. 4 Structure and energy (in a.u.) of LiXen ionized clusters for n = 1–30
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Conclusion

We have studied the structure and stability of Li?Xen and LiXen small clusters using

potential, including pairwise additive Lennard-Jones and Tang and Toennies

potentials for Xe2 and Li?Xe and LiXe interactions. The derived potential energy

surface of Li?Xen and LiXen has been explored by the basin hopping method and

the geometry of each cluster was determined. We observed in the structures of the

clusters that the relatively strong interaction between the charged atom Li? and the

Xe atoms favors trapping of the atom inside the cluster rather than at the surface;

whereas the neutral atom Li resides at the surface because of the repulsive electron-

Xe interaction.

The relative stability of the ionic clusters was studied by calculating the energy

per xenon atoms, the first and the second derivatives. It was shown that the

structures of n = 4, 6, 10, 14, 16, 18, 20, 22, 24, 26, 28 and 30 are relatively stable

and these integer numbers correspond to the magic numbers.

Acknowledgments This work has been supported by the Advanced Materials Center and KACST

through the Long-Term Comprehensive National Plan for Science, Technology and Innovation Program

(Project no. 10-ADV1164-07).

n = 21 (-4.230540) n = 22 (-4.433298) n = 23 (-4.635353) n = 24 (-4.837669)

n = 25 (-5.040508)
n = 26 (-5.242569) n = 27 (-5.445005) n = 28 (-5.647195)

n = 29 (-5.849903) n = 30 (-6.052207) n = 31 (-6.255014) n = 32 (-6.659723)

Fig. 4 continued
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